Stated preference scenarios often describe outcomes to be valued in terms of intermediate biophysical processes or ecosystem services with indirect utility effects, rather than in terms of final, directly welfare-relevant consequences. This article evaluates whether valid welfare estimates can emerge from this practice. We begin with a theoretical model demonstrating conditions under which stated preference scenarios that include intermediate outcomes will elicit welfare estimates identical to those from parallel scenarios that include associated final outcomes (i.e., convergent validity will hold). The model demonstrates that a necessary condition for convergent validity is the ability of respondents to correctly predict biophysical production functions linking intermediate to final outcomes. Hypotheses from the theoretical model are then evaluated empirically using an application of choice experiments to migratory fish restoration in the U.S. state of Rhode Island. Empirical results are mixed but generally reject convergent validity; welfare estimates are not robust to the use of an intermediate outcome in lieu of a related final outcome in stated preference scenarios, as predicted by theory. Results of the analysis suggest that greater attention should be given to the reliability of welfare estimation when final outcomes cannot be quantified.
Stated preference (SP) welfare estimation often relies on an analysis of choices over outcomes with indirect or intermediate utility effects, without information on final outcomes that affect utility directly. This practice reflects an assumption that respondents can express meaningful preferences for virtually any welldefined outcome for which a questionnaire is able to provide sufficient information and over which respondents are willing to make choices. A small but increasing body of literature, however, has begun to question the validity of this assumption for cases involving biophysical causality, such as the case in which an environmental outcome affects utility through causal or intermediate influence on other outcomes (Blamey et al. 2002; Boyd and Krupnick 2013 ). An example would be a change in wetland processes valued not for its own sake but due to its impact on other outcomes that people value, such as increases in wetland-dependent species or flood attenuation (Johnston et al. 2002; Boyer and Polasky 2004; Boyd et al. 2016) .
The simultaneous exclusion of final outcomes and inclusion of intermediate outcomes within SP scenarios is of concern for at least two reasons. First, respondents asked to value changes in intermediate outcomes may not be aware of resulting impacts on final outcomes, leading to willingness to pay (WTP) estimates that do not reflect welfare contributions of the intermediate outcomes. Second, even if respondents are aware of impacts on final outcomes in general terms, they may not fully understand the biophysical production relationships through which intermediate outcomes influence final outcomes. Without this information, respondents will be unable to correctly predict effects on welfare-relevant final outcomes (i.e., the outcomes they value), and welfare estimates will be inaccurate.
Despite the intuitive nature of these arguments, the literature commonly reports WTP estimates derived from changes in intermediate outcomes in SP scenarios. For example, SP analyses have often included reductions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions or related policy actions as an outcome to be valued (Layton and Brown 2000; Berrens et al. 2004; Longo, Markandya, and Petrucci 2008; Dietz, Stern, and Dan 2009; Colombo, Christie, and Hanley 2013; Glenk and Colombo 2013) . However, the primary benefits of GHG reductions are not due to the reductions themselves, but rather to their impact on climate change. Hence, these surveys ask respondents to state preferences over reductions in GHG emissions (i.e., changes in an intermediate outcome) without quantifying effects on final outcomes that influence welfare (i.e., climate change and its consequences).
Another example is the description of water quality in SP scenarios using information on nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus (e.g., Interis and Petrolia 2016) . As discussed by Boyd et al. (2016) , pollutants such as these cannot be directly experienced by respondents and are likely valued due to presumed effects on final, directly experienced outcomes such as water clarity or use suitability. A similar argument is made by Bateman, Brouwer, et al. (2011) , who state that: "[I]ndividuals do not hold values for reducing pollution per se but rather for the effects that such reductions may induce. . ."
Arguably similar examples include scenarios described in terms of ecological processes (Christie et al. 2006; Czajkowski, BuszkoBriggs, and Hanley 2009) , habitat quality (Johnston et al. 2003; Kataria 2009; LaRiviere et al. 2014) , or effort given to species protection (Jacobsen and Thorsen 2010; Hattam et al. 2015 ). Ecological models are often able to estimate the effects of such changes on outcomes with (seemingly) more direct welfare effects, such as the abundance of particular species or the number of species in an ecosystem ). For example, multiple studies describe aquatic changes in terms of their ability to improve habitat conditions for fish while omitting effects on fish species (e.g., Carlsson, Frykblom, and Liljenstolpe 2003; LaRiviere et al. 2014) , even though data and models are often available to forecast effects on these species (e.g., Milon and Scrogin 2006; Zhao, Johnston, and Schultz 2013; Johnston, Holland, and Yao, forthcoming) . Studies may present information on intermediate outcomes in such cases to obviate difficulties, costs, or data involved in "characterizing an exact change in [final outcomes] that could be expected," (Holmes et al. 2004) . Information required to forecast effects on directly welfare relevant outcomes is often unavailable, and forecasts can be subject to considerable uncertainty (Holland et al. 2010) . Challenges such as these are common in ecosystem services valuation, where research often attempts to estimate values for regulating, supporting, or other intermediate services (Johnston and Russell 2011) .
Respondents may also be asked to value policy interventions with "vague or nonexistent information" on the effects of those interventions on final outcomes that individuals value (Boyle 2003) . 1 For example, scenarios presented in Czajkowski, Hanley, and LaRiviere (2015) include beach debris management practices but do not quantify effects on beach debris. Colby and Orr (2005) ask respondents to value riparian land management practices without quantifying their effects. The relevance of these issues is not limited to environmental policy. For example, WTP for food products produced by alternative processes may be motivated by assumed causality, such as assumptions that organic production supports local, family-owned farms (Meas et al. 2015) , or that genetically modified food has known human health effects (Hu, Adamowicz, and Veeman 2006) . Although it is possible that outcomes such as managing beach debris, reducing GHG emissions, or promoting organic food production might reflect direct arguments in some individuals' utility functions, another (arguably more likely) possibility is that they are valued solely or primarily due to anticipated effects on other, directly welfare-relevant outcomes.
The use of intermediate outcomes in SP analyses might seem to be supported by a consumer sovereignty argument that rational consumers can reveal preferences over anything for which they are willing to make choices. However, in order for an analysis of these preferences to enable valid welfare estimation, consumers must have accurate information on the goods they are (actually or hypothetically) purchasing. If consumers do not have accurate information, for example if they misunderstand the causal implications of voting for certain programs, the resulting welfare estimates will not provide valid estimates of the welfare change that would be realized if the programs were enacted as described. This is the wellknown imperfect information (or uninformed preference) problem for welfare analysis (Colantoni, Davis, and Swaminuthan 1976; Adler and Posner 2000) .
Although this intuition seems clear, the literature provides no direct evidence on whether and how the use of intermediate instead of final outcomes in SP scenarios affects welfare estimates. In the absence of direct evidence, the typically unstated assumption in SP analysis is that respondents can express preferences suitable for welfare analysis regardless of biophysical causality between outcomes and how outcomes link to welfare .
This article seeks to fill this gap in the literature by providing a direct evaluation of whether welfare estimates are robust to the use of intermediate instead of final outcomes in SP scenarios. We first present a theoretical model that identifies hypotheses about the convergent validity of these two alternative approaches to SP welfare estimation. These hypotheses are tested using an application of discrete choice experiments (DCEs) (Brown, Bergstrom and Loomis 2007; Boyd and Krupnick 2013) . Third, an outcome can influence utility both directly and indirectly, that is, be both a final and an intermediate outcome; Boyd and Krupnick (2013) refer to these as dual outcomes.
This distinction has important implications for the design of SP scenarios. Intuitively, the welfare effects of changes in an intermediate biophysical outcome can only be determined if one can accurately predict effects on final outcomes that influence utility . Hence, when SP scenarios include intermediate rather than final outcomes, respondents may speculate about the effects of included intermediate outcomes on the final outcomes that they care about. Such speculation is particularly likely for ecological outcomes for which respondents have little baseline information (Spash and Hanley 1995; Bateman, Mace, et al. 2011; Schultz et al. 2012) . Blamey et al. (2002) , for example, note that the "inclusion of causally-related attributes [in SP surveys] may stimulate some respondents to seek to understand the causal relations among them in order to assign greater meaning to the alternatives. . ."
Although this challenge has been noted by the literature, existing work provides only indirect evidence of the implications for welfare estimation. Boyd and Krupnick (2013) and Boyd et al. (2016) discuss the conceptual challenge but provide no formal analysis. Blamey et al. (2002) Johnston et al. (2013) take an opposite approach by comparing DCEs that include and exclude a final outcome, building on the prior analysis of Johnston et al. (2012) . The results of Johnston et al. (2013) are consistent with respondents using information on other outcomes to speculate regarding the omitted outcome, conditional on a known utility structure and set of additional assumptions. Although Blamey et al. (2002) and Johnston et al. (2013) Given a lack of direct evidence, the literature has proceeded according to the implied assumption that using intermediate outputs in SP scenarios can lead to welfare estimates suitable for policy analysis. Analysis of this issue is further confounded by the difficulty of unambiguously distinguishing intermediate and final outcomes for different respondents. All SP researchers face this challenge. Focus groups, cognitive interviews, and verbal protocols used in survey design can provide insight into the outcomes that people value (Schkade and Payne 1994; Johnston et al. 1995; Blamey et al. 2002; Kaplowitz, Lupi, and Hoehn 2004; Zhao, Johnston, and Schultz 2013) , but these methods cannot guarantee that an outcome is unequivocally final or intermediate for all survey respondents. Nonetheless, it is possible to test for convergent validity of estimates from SP scenarios that include either an intermediate or associated final outcome, conditional on an assumed general preference structure (which we identify in the section below) and with results from survey design (e.g., focus groups and cognitive interviews) used to identify intermediate and final outcomes. This is the approach we apply here. 
Theoretical Model
We begin with a theoretical model that formalizes the conceptual issues raised above and identifies the key hypotheses to be tested. The model is intentionally simple and stylized, in order to focus on generalizable issues. However, it may be readily adapted to more complex specifications.
Consider a final environmental outcome (or ecosystem service), denoted X, that is produced according to the following biophysical production function:
where Z is an intermediate environmental outcome. For simplicity, we suppress other exogenous factors from this functional relationship and assume that X Z > 0 (where subscripts denote partial derivatives).
Assume an individual has preferences that can be represented by an indirect utility function of the form ð2Þ VðX; Y; Z; IÞ where I is the individual's income and Y represents any other exogenous outcomes that affect utility. This specification allows the intermediate outcome Z from equation (1) to also be a final outcome, that is, it allows Z to be a dual outcome as defined by Boyd and Krupnick (2013) . A special case is where the direct utility effect of Z is zero (i.e., V Z 0, and thus Z enters the individual's utility function only indirectly through X). Substituting equation (1) We can think of VðÁÞ as the specification of preferences that includes the final outcome X explicitly, and WðÁÞ as the specification of preferences that is based only on dual or intermediate outcome Z.
One of the primary goals of most SP studies is to estimate marginal WTP for policyinduced changes in variables such as Z and/or Y. Using VðÁÞ, we can define WTP for marginal changes in Z and Y as follows:
Likewise, using W, we can define WTP for the same changes as
Stated preference studies that include only an intermediate outcome such as Z and do not explicitly include the associated final outcome X are measuring WTP using equation (5). However, by the identity in equation (3), in theory this should give the same estimates of WTP as one would obtain by including the final outcome explicitly, that is, using equation (4). Thus, theory predicts the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1a:
Hypothesis 1b:
In other words, convergent validity would imply that estimates of WTP for changes in both the intermediate (or dual) outcome (Z) and other welfare-relevant outcomes (Y) would be the same whether estimated from an SP survey that includes only the intermediate input or from a survey that includes the final outcome.
In the following sections we seek to test these hypotheses. However, based on focus groups and other analysis, we do this for the special case where the partial derivative V Z 0, that is, Z enters individuals' utility functions only through its indirect effect through X (i.e., V X Á X Z in equation 4a), rather than serving as a dual outcome. In this case, the WTP for a change in the final outcome X can be defined as
and the marginal WTP for a change in Z can then be written as WTP V X Á X Z . Thus, for this special case, WTP
This implies that hypothesis 1a can be written as:
(There is no change in hypothesis 1b.) In other words, in theory, one can estimate the value of a change in X either (i) directly from a survey that includes the final output (using WTP V X ), or (ii) by adjusting an estimate of WTP W Z based on a survey that includes only the intermediate output, using information from the biophysical production function in equation (1).
Note, however, that for hypothesis 1a to hold, when responding to a survey that includes only the intermediate outcome Z, respondents would need to know not only their own preferences, but also know X Z (the biophysical relationship through which Z influences X), or at least have accurate expectations regarding this relationship. Few respondents will have this knowledge. Indeed, it is often unavailable even to experts. 4 The more likely situation is that respondents know their preferences but do not accurately assess the relationship in equation (1). In this case, we would expect convergent validity to fail. Further, given the utility structure above, we would expect an SP survey that includes only information about the intermediate outcome Z (and hence estimates welfare changes using WTP W Z ) to give an inaccurate estimate of true WTP. We return to this issue below after discussing the results of empirical convergent validity tests.
Empirical Application and Hypothesis Tests
The following section describes an empirical application designed to test hypotheses 1a and 1b. Specifically, we evaluate the convergent validity of welfare estimates from two otherwise identical SP surveys-one that includes a final outcome and another that includes a causally related intermediate outcome-using a case study of migratory fish restoration in the Pawtuxet Watershed of Rhode Island. This case study incorporates biophysical relationships among fish restoration, freshwater mussel abundance, biofiltration, and water clarity. The motivation for the case study is that migratory fish restoration affects intermediate outcomes that contribute to changes in other final outcomes that are valued.
An example of such an intermediate outcome is freshwater mussel abundance. Freshwater mussels in the family Unionidae have a parasitic larval stage that is dependent on fish species (Nedeau 2003; Raithel and Hartenstine 2006) . For example, the mussel Anodonta implicata uses migratory host species American Shad, Alewives, and Blueback Herring to carry its larvae and complete its life cycle (Smith 1985; Nedeau 2003) . Given the presence of dams obstructing the migration of spawning adults and juveniles between the ocean and spawning grounds, these fish depend on fish passage structures for access to their spawning grounds. Hence, fish passage designed to restore and conserve populations of migratory fish can also enhance the abundance of freshwater mussels and restore particular species of mussel that have been extirpated (Smith 1985) .
An outcome that is widely identified with bivalve mollusks is improvement in water clarity via biofiltration. The capacity of freshwater mussels to influence water clarity in this way is well-established in ecological science (Strayer et al. 1994; Vaughn and Hakenkamp 2001; Burns, Schallenberg, and Verburg 2014) , and previous studies have found that individuals value water clarity improvements (Poor et al. 2001; Kerr and Sharp 2008; McIntosh, Shogren, and Finnoff 2010) . Thus, it seems likely that water clarity is a final outcome entering the utility function of individuals, which is in turn affected by the intermediate (or dual) outcome of mussel abundance. In the context of our application, however, two questions remain. The first is whether individuals also view mussels as a final outcome, that is, whether they view mussel abundance as a dual outcome that affects utility both directly and indirectly through its impact on water clarity. The second question is whether individuals recognize the relationship between mussel abundance and water clarity.
Regarding the first question, there is no external means to verify with certainty that an outcome is intermediate or final in all respondents' utility. Rather, conclusions regarding whether an outcome is intermediate or final for a population must be drawn using data gathered during survey design, such as focus group results (Blamey et al. 2002; Johnston et al. 2013; Zhao, Johnston, and Schultz 2013) . The focus groups and cognitive interviews used in our survey design (see below) indicated that participants would be willing to pay for large water clarity improvements due to enhanced biofiltration. However, participants typically indicated that they were not willing to pay for improvements to freshwater mussel species alone (i.e., in the absence of related changes in water clarity). That is, focus groups and survey pretests indicated that changes in freshwater mussel abundance represent an intermediate outcome whose value is only realized though attendant changes in water clarity. Choice experiment results we present below (see model 1) are consistent with this conclusion. For this reason, we conduct our hypothesis tests under the maintained hypothesis that our intermediate outcome of interest, the number of freshwater mussels per river acre, is not also a final outcome, implying V Z 0 in the theoretical model.
As for the second question, our focus groups also revealed that respondents were almost universally unaware of the biofiltration function provided by freshwater mussels. In the absence of additional information, respondents did not anticipate that fish restoration would be associated with changes in biofiltration or water clarity. That is, they were unaware of the biophysical production function relating mussel abundance to water clarity. This lack of awareness does not affect how our convergent validity tests are conducted, but it is relevant for interpreting the results.
Random Utility Model for the Empirical Application and Hypothesis Tests
To conduct the convergent validity tests, we begin with a simple random utility framework. The model begins with a standard specification in which household h chooses among options for fish restoration, including two multi-attribute restoration options (i ¼ A, B) and a status quo (i ¼ N) with no restoration and zero household cost. Each option is characterized by levels for a vector of variables, X i ¼ ½X 1i . . . X Ji . We define X 1i . . . X JÀ1;i as variables representing ecological outcomes of restoration under option i, and X Ji as a variable representing unavoidable household cost under that option. Following relatively standard notation, we represent the utility of household h from option i as
where I h is the disposable income of household h, v h ðÁÞ is the function representing the empirically measurable component of utility, and hi is the unobservable component of utility, modeled as econometric error. Such models are typically specified with a linear form for observable utility, recognizing that household income does not vary across policy options, so that
is a conforming vector of coefficients. When choosing among options with utility specified following equations (9) and (10), the household is assumed to choose the option that offers the greatest utility. This enables parameters to be estimated using maximum likelihood models for discrete outcomes, with likelihood functions determined by assumptions regarding such factors as the unobservable component of utility and preference heterogeneity (Train 2009) .
We now extend the model to reflect the use of an intermediate outcome in scenarios to replace an omitted final outcome. Assume that the analyst wishes to implement the above model, but does not have the information required to predict policy effects on outcome X 1 (here, water clarity). Instead, the analyst has data on an intermediate input to X 1 given by Z 1 (here, mussel abundance), where X 1 ¼ f ðZ 1 Þ, reflecting the influence of freshwater mussels on water clarity through biofiltration, and Z 1 has no direct impact on utility in the absence of changes in X 1 . Assume that the survey presents respondents with information on Z 1 and X 2 . . . X JÀ1 , along with information on anticipated household cost X J under the various options, but that information on X 1 is omitted. The respondent is hence asked to evaluate utility gain based on
where the respondent may, but likely does not, know the biophysical production function
The question evaluated here is whether (and when) this specification leads to equivalent welfare estimates as an otherwise identical specification based on equation (10), which includes the final outcome X 1 instead. To evaluate our hypotheses based on this model, we conducted three independent DCEs, which we identify as versions 1, 2, and 3. In version 1, a subset of respondents were given a DCE that presented data on mussel abundance (Z 1 Þ and other variables (attributes) X 2 . . . X J . These respondents were not informed that mussel abundance influences the omitted water clarity attribute (X 1 Þ. We use data from this survey to test our maintained hypothesis that mussel abundance has no value in the absence of changes in water clarity.
Second, we implemented a final outcome DCE (version 2) in which respondents were provided information on all relevant final outcomes X 1 . . . X J , as identified in focus groups and pretests. This version of the survey hence included information on changes in water clarity but not changes in mussel abundance, following equation (10). The data from this DCE can be used to estimate preference parameters corresponding to V X (and V Y ) in the theoretical model, and thus allows estimation of WTP V X and WTP V Y on the lefthand sides of hypotheses 1a and 1b.
In DCE version 3, we again implement the intermediate outcome DCE in which X 1 [8] ). This is done using a biophysical production function f Z 1 ð Þ derived from the ecological literature and field data.
The Discrete Choice Experiment
This section provides more details on the DCE used in this study. As noted above, the context is migratory fish restoration in the Pawtuxet Watershed of Rhode Island.
5 At the time of the study the watershed provided no migratory fish habitat (Erkan 2002) . Restoration of fish passage would not only affect fish populations but also other ecosystem outcomes that rely on these fish. Alternative versions of the DCE (Rhode Island Rivers: Migratory Fishes and Dams) estimated the WTP of Rhode Island residents for options that would restore fish passage on up to 900 5 Data and findings from related but distinct versions of this choice experiment are reported by Johnston et al. ( , 2012 Johnston et al. ( , and 2013 ) and Zhao, Johnston, and Schultz (2013) . These versions were implemented three years prior to the choice experiments presented here, were designed to test different methodological issues, and did not include the ecological attributes emphasized here (effects on freshwater mussels and water clarity). Hence, the present data and analyses are distinct.
acres of habitat. 6 Respondents were asked to choose among three options for river restoration, including two multi-attribute restoration options and a status quo with no restoration and zero cost. 7 Restoration methods included fish ladders and lifts (Schilt 2007 ) that neither require dam removal nor cause appreciable changes in river flows. Within all DCEs, choice options were characterized by multiple attributes (outcomes), including five ecological indicators, one attribute characterizing public access, and one attribute characterizing annual household cost. Ecological attributes were selected based on a conceptual model that coordinated ecological science with focus group findings Zhao, Johnston, and Schultz 2013) . The initial direct ecological effect of restoration is to provide fish with access to additional spawning habitat and is quantified by the attribute acres, 30% (probability of 50-year fish run survival) 50% (probability of 50-year fish run survival) 70% (probability of 50-year fish run survival) mussels (Versions One and Three only) 5% (500 mussels per river acre sampled) a 15% (2,190 mussels per river acre sampled) 30% (3,750 mussels per river acre sampled) clarity (Version Two only)
10% ( Note: Superscript a indicates status quo value. 6 The DCEs were developed and tested over more than three years in a process involving interactions between economists and ecologists, meetings with managers, natural scientists, and stakeholder groups, as well as 14 focus groups. We conducted cognitive interviews (Kaplowitz, Lupi, and Hoehn 2004) , verbal protocols (Schkade and Payne 1994) and other pretests both to collect information prior to survey design and to gain insight into respondents' interpretations of the questionnaire. Survey language and graphics were pretested to ensure respondent comprehension.
7 Choice scenarios and restoration options were informed by data and restoration priorities in the Strategic Plan for the Restoration of Anadromous Fishes to Rhode Island Coastal Streams (Erkan 2002) . Prior to presenting choice questions, the survey provided information: (i) describing the status of Rhode Island river ecology and migratory fish compared to historical baselines, (ii) characterizing affected ecological systems and linkages, (iii) describing fish passage restoration, and (iv) providing definitions and interpretations of ecological indicators used in survey scenarios. Information was conveyed via a combination of text, graphics, maps, and photographs, all of which were subject to in-depth pretesting.
based upon restorable Pawtuxet watershed habitat acreage (Erkan 2002) . The consequences of greater habitat acreage include increases in the probability that fish runs will exist in a given area at a future time. This is presented as the estimated probability that the restored fish run will exist in 50 years, reflecting results calculable through applications of population viability analysis (PVA). Other impacts include effects on the abundance of fish-dependent wildlife (wildlife), which reflects the appearance of identifiable species within restored areas, and overall ecological condition (IBI), which reflects the output of a multimetric aquatic ecological condition index ).
While each DCE version provided identical information on the ecological outcomes described above, each provided different information on intermediate and final outcomes related to mussels, biofiltration, and water clarity. As described above, version 1 included Biophysical Causality and Preference Elicitationinformation on changes in freshwater mussel abundance (mussels), but excluded all information on water clarity and biofiltration. Version 2 included information on water clarity (clarity), but excluded freshwater mussels. Version 3 followed common approaches in the SP literature by informing respondents of the change in freshwater mussels resulting from fish restoration (as in version 1), but also indicated that this change would affect water clarity though changes in biofiltration, without quantifying the resulting changes in clarity. Hence, this DCE provided information on an intermediate outcome but omitted quantitative information on the resulting final outcome. Attribute definitions and summary statistics for the three survey versions are presented in table 1. Attribute levels within the experimental design (see table 2) were based on feasible restoration outcomes identified by ecological models, field studies, and expert consultations. The DCE scenarios represented each ecological attribute in relative terms with regard to upper and lower reference conditions (i.e., best and worst possible in the Pawtuxet) as defined in survey materials. Relative scores represented the percentage of progress toward the upper reference condition (100%), starting from the lower reference condition (0%). Scenarios also presented the cardinal basis for relative scores where applicable.
Biophysical relationships between freshwater mussel abundance and water clarity (used to calculate attribute levels in the three DCEs) were derived using cross-sectional data on mussel abundance, water chemistry (e.g., chlorophyll a), and average Secchi depth (a standard measure of water clarity) in sampled Rhode Island rivers.
8 Attribute levels for mussels and clarity reflect corresponding levels of these outcomes (rounded to the nearest 5%), based on these underlying models. For example, status quo water clarity in the Pawtuxet Watershed (10% of the reference condition, or approximately 0.5 meters of Secchi depth) corresponds to status quo mussel abundance (5% of the reference condition, or 500 mussels per average river acre). Sample choice questions are illustrated in figures 1 and 2 for DCE versions 2 and 3.
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The experimental design maximized D-efficiency for a choice model covariance matrix with main effects and selected two-way interactions (S andor and Wedel 2001, 2002; Ferrini and Scarpa 2007; Scarpa and Rose 2008; Rose and Bliemer 2009 ). The final design for all DCEs included 180 profiles blocked into 60 booklets. Each respondent was provided with three choice questions and instructed to consider each as an independent, non-additive choice. The resulting mail surveys were implemented during March through May 2011. Surveys were mailed to 3,600 randomly-selected Rhode Island households (1,200 per version), stratified by ZIP Code. Implementation followed Dillman, Smyth, and Christian (2009) , with follow-up mailings used to increase response rates. Of 3,281 deliverable surveys, 728 responses were received, for a response rate of 22.2%.
Model and Welfare Estimation
Hypotheses 1a and 1b are tested using two mixed logit models, drawing data from the three DCE versions described above. Model 1 is estimated using data from version 1 of the DCE to verify our maintained hypothesis that changes in freshwater mussels alone are utility-neutral. Model 2 is then estimated using pooled data from versions 2 and 3, allowing for systematically varying slopes and scale between the two treatments. This enables direct testing of whether consistent results emerge from the intermediate and final outcome treatments (i.e., whether convergent validity holds). When pooling data based on changes in mussels (version 3) and clarity (version 2), we convert mussels to clarity equivalents as described above, using information on the biophysical relationship between these two variables supported by ecological data. Specifically, we convert 8 The model is based on an empirical function relating inverse Secchi depth to chlorophyll-a concentration using water sample data from the Pawtuxet Watershed. The best-fitting model leads to the function Ln Inverse Secchi depth ð Þ ¼ À 0:910 þ 0:164 ðLn Chlorophyll aÞ. This equation is combined with a 1:1 inverse monotonic relationship between mussel abundance and chlorophyll a concentrations to derive corresponding attribute levels (table 2), reflecting an approximate 2.5:1 ratio between changes in mussel abundance and changes in clarity. The assumed inverse monotonic relationship between mussel abundance and chlorophyll a corresponds to linear relationships between mussel abundance (number of mussels) and filtration rates reported in the ecological literature (Kryger and Riisgå rd 1988; Spooner and Vaughn 2008). 9 To evaluate whether respondents viewed choice questions as overly complex, a Likert scale debriefing question asked respondents to agree/disagree with the statement, "Questions were easy to answer," with a range of 1 to 5, where 1 = Strongly Disagree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The median response was 3.9, with a modal response of 4.0, indicating that most respondents agreed that choice questions were easy to answer. continued changes in mussels (the intermediate outcome) to the equivalent clarity changes (the final outcome) using the biophysical ratio between these two attributes reflected in DCE attribute levels (see footnote 8 for details). All models are estimated in WTP-space. This is done to avoid challenges for welfare estimation in preference-space with a random coefficient on program cost (Daly, Hess, and Train 2012; Hensher and Greene 2003; Scarpa, Thiene, and Train 2008; Thiene and Scarpa 2009; Train and Weeks 2005) . These challenges are caused by the presence of a random coefficient in the denominator of the analytical WTP expression, leading to infinite WTP moments for many common cost coefficient distributions (Daly, Hess, and Train 2012) . Common responses to this problem in preference space (e.g., assuming a fixed cost coefficient) have known shortcomings (Train and Weeks 2005) .
The model structure is specified following Scarpa, Thiene, and Train (2008) and Thiene and Scarpa (2009) . We begin with a restated version of the model in equations (9) and (10):
where X ÀJi ¼ ½X 1i . . . X JÀ1;i is the vector of non-cost policy outcomes and X Ji is program cost, as above. We follow Scarpa, Thiene, and Train (2008) to specify k h ¼ À a Jh = l h as the preference-space coefficient on program cost, a Jh as the marginal utility of income, l h as the logit scale parameter, c 0 h ¼ ð a ÀJh = l h Þ 0 as a conforming vector of coefficients on non-price attributes X ÀJi , a ÀJh as a vector of underlying marginal utilities of these attributes, and ih as an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) type-one extreme-value error with constant variance. As above, h indexes households and i indexes scenarios. This specification allows marginal utilities and scale to vary across households.
From equation (12), WTP can be calculated as the ratio of the coefficient on any non-price attribute and the coefficient on cost,
Given this, we can rewrite equation (12) to derive the parallel WTP-space specification (Scarpa, Thiene, and Train 2008; Train and Weeks 2005) :
Here, equation (13) is behaviorally equivalent to the preference-space analog, but the x h are coefficients representing direct estimates of WTP (or implicit prices). This specification enables the distribution of WTP to be directly specified. All coefficients except that of the alternative specific constant (ASC) for the status quo (neither), and those on interactions with the ASC, are assumed to be normally distributed.
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We follow Scarpa, Thiene, and Train (2008) and specify k h ¼ Àe v h , where v h is the underlying latent normal factor defining the log-normally Scarpa, Thiene, and Train (2008) , Scarpa (2009), and Train and Weeks (2005) . This equation is used as the basis for the first empirical model based on version 1 of the DCE.
To enable testing of hypotheses related to potential differences in WTP between versions 2 and 3 of the DCE (correcting for equivalent clarity levels as described above), we extend the model in equation (13) to enable systematically varying preferences (slopes) and scale across the two treatments using a binary (dummy) variable v 2 , where v 2 ¼ 1 if household h received DCE version 2, and v 2 ¼ 0 if the household received version 3. Equation (13) then becomes:
h is a conforming vector of random coefficients with an assumed normal distribution, and h h is an additional latent normal factor allowing both the marginal utility of income and scale to vary systematically between the two treatments.
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Here, the x h reflect estimated WTP based on version 3 (the intermediate version), and the q h capture any systematic difference in WTP between versions 2 and 3. The hypotheses in equations (6b) and (8) are tested using results for q h from estimates of equation (14). These evaluate the extent to which estimated implicit prices vary systematically between the two DCE versions, after adjusting for the equivalent level of clarity that would be produced by a given change in mussels. Because q h is a vector of random parameters, it is possible to test hypotheses for both the means and variances of WTP.
Finally, we incorporate additional interactions between the ASC on neither, and dummy variables identifying individuals with education of at least a four-year college degree and income of greater than $60,000 (table 1) . We allow these coefficients to vary between the two treatments. This allows us to evaluate whether the probability of choosing a nonstatus quo policy option depends on measures of income and education, and whether these effects vary depending on whether scenarios include the intermediate or final outcome.
Empirical Results
Mixed logit WTP-space results are reported in table 3 for the two estimated models. The coefficients are jointly significant at p < 0.0001 for both models, with pseudo-R 2 ¼ 0.33 for model 1 and 0.31 for pooled model 2. Coefficient estimates on non-cost policy effects reflect direct estimates of mean implicit prices (marginal WTP), with estimated standard deviations characterizing the distribution from which these means are drawn. Signs of statistically significant coefficients match prior expectations in all models, with positive and significant mean implicit prices associated with acres, PVA, and access in both models. Positive mean implicit prices are also found for wild and IBI.
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Results from model 1 based on version 1 of the survey validate expectations derived from focus groups. The coefficient estimate for mussels, reflecting the mean implicit price for this attribute, is not significant at p < 0.10. Although there is significant heterogeneity around the mean implicit price, the mean is statistically indistinguishable from zero. This finding suggests that the average respondent does not value a change in freshwater mussels alone, that is, mussel abundance is not a final outcome for the average respondent. This provides support for the maintained hypothesis underlying our analysis of model 2. It also provides support for the idea that insights from qualitative research (focus groups and interviews) can be used to identify attributes that are not valued as final outcomes, at least by the average respondent.
Given this initial result, the pooled results from versions 2 and 3 provide a means to test hypotheses 1a and 1b-whether welfare estimates are robust to the use of an intermediate instead of the final outcome in SP scenarios, based on the identification of these outcomes during survey design. These hypotheses are evaluated by considering the joint and individual significance of coefficients on interactions with v 2 , reflecting systematic differences in mean implicit prices and heterogeneity between the two 11 The random parameter captures variation in both scale and the marginal utility of income (Thiene and Scarpa 2009 ).
12 Prior works discuss the properties and relevance of similar models that did not include the mussels and clarity attributes At the same time, we fail to reject the null hypothesis that h h ¼ 0 (p ¼ 0.249), implying no systematic difference in scale or the marginal utility of income between the treatments (these are confounded in WTP-space models). Taken together, these first two findings suggest that differences between the two survey designs are driven by differences in underlying marginal utilities of non-cost attributes, rather than effects on scale or the marginal utility of income.
Additional insight may be gained by considering effects on individual implicit prices. Interestingly, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that mean WTP for clarity as a final outcome is the same as the implied WTP for clarity based on the treatment that included only the intermediate outcome mussels (after accounting for the biophysical relationship between the two). The p-value for this test is 0.125, narrowly missing the 10% threshold for statistical significance. We do, however, reject the null hypothesis that the standard deviation of this WTP estimate differs between the two versions (p ¼ 0.008). That is, we find statistically significant heterogeneity between versions in the coefficient on v 2 Âclarity. Hence, we fail to reject hypothesis 1a (convergent validity) for mean WTP, but reject it for WTP variance.
Mean implicit prices for other attributes vary between the two treatments. We find significantly different mean WTP for wildlife (p ¼ 0.082), with the implicit price larger when clarity is included as a final outcome. We reject the null hypothesis that the implicit price associated with neither (the status quo ASC) is equal across the treatments (p ¼ 0.017). There is also a different effect of college education on this implicit price, as indicated by statistically significant coefficient on v 2 ÂneitherÂcollege (p < 0.001). This suggests that education influences how respondents interpret intermediate outcomes within SP scenarios. Beyond effects on mean implicit prices, we find that implicit price standard deviations also differ across versions for acres, PVA, and access. These combined findings suggest that, contrary to hypothesis 1b, the use of an intermediate rather than final outcome in DCE scenarios can affect welfare estimates for other DCE attributes not directly related to the primary biophysical linkages in question. We find multiple cases of these effects here.
Taken together, the results in table 3 demonstrate that the use of an intermediate input in choice scenarios (mussels) leads to different welfare estimates than otherwise identical scenarios including the related final, welfarerelevant outcome (clarity). Although we cannot establish a statistically significant effect on the implied mean WTP for clarity itself, many other estimates of WTP means and standard deviations are affected, leading to a statistically significant lack of convergent validity between the two treatments.
Discussion and Implications
Results of the present analysis provide direct evidence that the use of purely intermediate biophysical outcomes in SP scenarios affects welfare estimates, compared to otherwise identical treatments including corresponding final outcomes. The theoretical model indicates that welfare estimates should converge for intermediate and final outcome treatments if respondents have the sufficient biophysical knowledge to accurately predict effects on the final outcomes that they value. However, taken as a whole, our results reject convergent validity, suggesting that the two treatments do not yield the same welfare impacts. This raises two key questions: (i) why does convergent validity fail in our analysis, and (ii) what are the implications for welfare estimation based on SP models?
Regarding the first question, we cannot rule out the possibility that convergent validity fails because of some underlying model misspecification, such as incorrect identification of outcomes that we treat as intermediate vs. final. The results from our focus groups, cognitive interviews, and survey pretests provide strong support for the classification used in the analysis. However, despite this exhaustive process, there is no way to prove unambiguously that the set of final outcomes included in the DCEs was correct, or that any survey design is based on a correct understanding of respondents' utility. We also cannot rule out the possibility that the observed differences-while consistent with theoretical expectations-simply reflect a variant of information effects in contingent markets (Bergstrom, Stoll, and Randall 1989) . That is, welfare estimates could be affected by differences in information provided across the varying treatments, absent any respondent speculation concerning omitted final outcomes. Because we cannot inspect respondents' utility functions directly, we cannot disprove such arguments. However, we believe that a more plausible explanation for these results lies in the inability of respondents to quantitatively predict the relationship between changes in the intermediate outcome and resulting changes in the final outcome. Based on the theoretical model, it is clear that a condition for convergent validity in equations (6b) and (8) is the ability of respondents to correctly predict X Z . However, our focus groups revealed a general lack of awareness of the connection between mussel abundance and water clarity. This lack of awareness is also supported by results of DCE version 1 that show no significant mean WTP for mussels, when potential changes in water clarity are unmentioned by the survey. When respondents are informed that a biophysical relationship exists between mussels and clarity, but that this relationship is unquantified (version 3), WTP estimates change as anticipated. However, the rejection of overall convergent validity for versions 2 and 3 implies that this change does not reflect a fully accurate understanding of the intermediate effects of freshwater mussels.
The lack of convergent validity in WTP for non-clarity outcomes between the two treatments is also consistent with the arguments of Blamey et al. (2002) , that the inclusion of a "causal" attribute may lead to reductions in implicit prices for a wide range of possible "effect" attributes. For example, respondents to version 3 may have speculated a causal relationship between freshwater mussel abundance (mussels) and fish-eating wildlife (wildlife) based on the presented causal linkage between mussels and clarity. This may have led to speculation that increases in mussel abundance would cause significant wildlife improvements above and beyond those identified in choice scenarios, thereby leading to an undervaluation of wildlife. Yet even if results differ for some other reason, the basic finding that WTP estimates were not robust implies that, at least in the present case, the use of seemingly intermediate versus final outcomes in scenarios did not lead to comparable welfare estimates.
What are the implications of these results? Results such as these-if shown to hold more generally-present a potential challenge for benefit cost analysis when information is limited. There are many cases in which insufficient information is available to forecast final outcomes.
13 A common response in such cases is to use intermediate outcomes in SP survey scenarios as a second-best option, enabling welfare analysis to proceed. Results here suggest that this practice leads to different welfare estimates from those that would occur if final outcomes were known and included in the scenarios. This observation leads to the more general question-are accurate welfare estimates possible when effects on final, directly welfare-relevant outcomes cannot be forecast? Results of the present analysis suggest that an ability to quantify final outcomes-by either analysts or respondentsmay be necessary for estimated welfare impacts to accurately predict realized welfare changes. Although we leave this issue for future research, results here suggest that greater attention should be given to the reliability and advisability of welfare estimation when final outcomes cannot be quantified. 13 The relevance of this issue is not limited to stated preferences (Boyd et al. 2016) . The results of revealed preference models can also be affected by the use of intermediate utility arguments. A common manifestation is the challenge of perceived versus actual quality changes within recreation demand (Adamowicz et al. 1997 ) and hedonic property value models (Poor et al. 2001 ). Perceived quality that determines utility and behavior is often different from quality as quantified via available biophysical measures. As stated by Poor et al. (2001, p. 484), "[W] hile these data may be scientifically accurate, individual consumers are more likely to make purchase decisions based on their subjective perceptions of [quality] , which may or may not be correlated with scientific measures. Unless these scientific measures serve as a suitable proxy for relevant perceptions, the use of these measures in hedonic property-value models may create an error-invariables problem for the estimation of implicit prices [. . .] (Lang and Jones 1979; Atkinson and Crocker 1987) ." In such cases, measurable conditions can be regarded as intermediate inputs in the production of perceived quality that influences behavior.
